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Ihc Rescarch for Truth in the Univer iy
 

 

Specialisation and the:Unity of HumaAn Knowledee ULyecu ب
—

The first question which it is indispensable to ask her

is what is meant by truth and by the search for this truth in

the university. Do we mean the work which consists in explor-

ing, by the methods in use, the differ:nt fields whieh it is

the task of the university to s udy, and in thus reaching a

greater but still relative knowledge of the ob jects examined?

Cr does university research have another, more distant goal?

Should it bring together the different elements obtained in
each branch, and try to achieve a synthesis of human know-

ledge which would make it possible to grasp something of the

profound meaning of the universe? In the first case, one might

speak of scattered truths, or better still of verified conclu-

sions; in the other, of truth and of the search for truth. In

this second alternative, specialisatio: appears rather as a

logical division of labour; the first attitude, on the contra-

ry, would accept specialisation less as a logical necessity

than as a matter of fact, and would not attempt to remove from

sclentific research its chaotic character... Needless to say,

these positions exist in reality in a large number of varied

forms. Evangelical Christianity opposes a resolute "No" to ga

search for truth based on the unity of human knowledge. To

consider such a SOAUCH a8 possible amounts, in fact, to be-

lieving in the soverelgnty of human reason and in man's ca-

acity to pierce by natural means the mystery of the universe,y y 1 у



A Christian cannot butsee in such an attitude the very marx of

sin, For this attitude puts man in God's place and seeks to

make him the master of all things, In the last analysis, it is

aan attempt to know the unknowable, It constitutes a denial of

the absolute necessity of Revelation. It must be pointed out

£
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moreover, that what ic condemned is not meraly the result «

such a quest, but the vary possibility of undertaking it.Fven

if human knowledge should lead, for example, to the constantes

that God exists, the Christian must needs refuse this hypothe -

818; for the God who appears at the end of man's intellectual

and scientific research cannot be other than an invented God

a God whom man makes after his own imace, the God of philoso-

phers and scientists, never the God of Jesus ‚hrist, who alone

is Truth, The discovery of truth is not the result of a human

investigation such as can be carried out in the university: it

comes from elsewhere, and it is given; the only search neces-

sary to find it consists pracisely in abandoning human means

in order to learn how to receive that whieh neither reason nor

the senses can grasp; that truth alone which is apprehended by

faith can throw light on the real meanin” of men and of things,

of creation and of creatures,

There remains the first possibility which was mentioned,

which consists in considerine the work of research in the uni.

versity as an attempt at partial knowledge of the objects which

are proposed to it, A Christian attitude toward this view of

things must meet two requirements:

du TIE must, in the first blace, respect the liberty of

scientific research. Llach ave, each form of thought

own methods which constitute the rules Of the game. Faith can-

not wish, as faith, to impose a method or to influence in one

Way or in another the methods in use. History teaches us that



on various occasions the Church has not respected this liberty

of research and has opposed conclusions of science in the name

of dogma tic postulates. But it is interesting to observe that,

on each of these occasions, what the Church was defending real-

ly: (though unconsciously) was less the faith than a philosophic

conception of things which was linked to the faith, A true fait

can have nothing to fear from science nor from human Knowledge;

if it penetrates a territory over which it has no jurisdiction,

it betrays itself, Just as scientific research oversteps the

limits assigned to it when it seeks to hecone a system of meta-

physics, so faith verstane its bounds when it tri es to impose

postulates or a method in the realm of science.

Ti; ‘But this does not mean that the knowledge which

comes by faith has nothing to say to the university which

searches, It should, on the contrary, remind the university

constantly of the limits of its task and of the relativi ty of

its methods. It ought to represent for the university the sign

that its research, however useful, cannot enable it to find the

truth by its own means, Science, of whatever kind, should be

capable of realising the existence of the ultimate questions

whieh it has to face and which it cannot answer,

It is a significant fact that in many countries the uni —

versities include faculties of theology. No doubt therc are ma-

ny historical reasons for this situation, which must not be

treated with disdain. But this phenomenon camot be considered

from a merely historical viemmoints Theology cannot claim a

place among the other university disciplines as though it were

a science like the others, Its place is not beside nor before

the other faculties, but face to face with them,- Its presence
y

reminds the different sciences that a time always comes when



an ultimate question is asked them which they cannot answer,

and that the answer to this question cannot come from men buty

from elsewhere, Theology is the sin within the university of

the impotence of human knowledge to attain by itself unity and

sin
,

the discovery of the profound meaning of beings and thines

a word, it recalls science to the necessary humility, At the

same time, it claims the right to point out this ultimate mean-

ing of knowledge, not as something which it discovers, but as

something which it receives.

It will be well, in conclusion, to illustrate these affir-

mations by an example; that of history is particularly signifi-

cant. History may move on two levels: one is the general level

of science, which applies its methods with the greatest pcssitle

1

rigour and brings together the materials for building; the other

is that of. tho ultimate meaning of history, The Christian histo-

rian owes It to! himself to employ without prcjudice the methods

which are proposed to him; but his conclusions appear to him in

the special light which comes from the other level. He knowso
>

that the last word in history is not with destiny nor with ma-

terialism, but with God, The history of the Jewish people, the

Cross and the Resurrection, the announcement of the Kingdom, give

him as it were the key which reveals the connection between e -
1

vents and their hidden unity.
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